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Chapter 1421: The Awkward Master Gulidan 

“Oh, old friend, I really didn’t expect you to come here. Believe me, your choice this time will not 

disappoint you. Just like how you were willing to provide us with the conceptual blueprint of the meson 

transfer technology for the Daybreak Project, we didn’t disappoint you, did we?” 

“I say… Principal…”on the other side, a four to five-meter-tall, square and hard-edged man with the 

typical characteristics of the Divine Ao clan rolled his eyes at the other party and said, “You don’t have 

to repeat this matter many times…” 

Even though he said so, the slightly warm flame in the burly man’s skin still showed that he was very 

pleased with the other party’s words. 

There was nothing he could do. The special characteristics of the Divine Ao clan was that they were born 

to be unable to hide their emotions… … 

The Bright Day plan was originally proposed by the School of Dawn. They wanted to build a galaxy of 

endless morning light, so that the entire galaxy would be as bright as morning all day long, and this… … 

They needed a super luminous body that could completely envelop the entire galaxy. 

 

This luminous body needed to ensure that a galaxy provided a source of light. Not only did it need to 

provide sufficient energy, but it also needed to ensure that it could envelop all the planets at an angle 

and not have any shadows on the back. 

Taking into account the energy consumption, this experiment was very difficult. At that time, he had 

only proposed a theory and drew a concept map of the energy structure. However, he did not expect 

that the bunch of fellows from the Morning Light Academy had actually realized it… … 

It had to be said that in terms of the decisiveness of the experiment, this energetic academy was very 

much in line with his personality. 

The same was true for the Divine Arcana Academy in the past. As long as an experiment had an idea, 

they would do it with open arms. How could they consider other messy matters? 

As the academy grew larger and larger, it was unknown when it began. There were more and more 

procedures. Empty words were more important than actual actions. It was more important for the 

various large factions to fight for resources than the so-called experiment… … 

Clearly, the Divine Arcana race was once such a straightforward term. However, after the federation 

helped them grow bigger, their upright biological characteristics still remained. However, their previous 

sincerity could no longer be found in many old fellows… … 

The reason why he chose to come to the dawn academy was not just because of the bullying incident. 

There had been a lot of dirty matters happening in the Divine Arcana Academy over the past few years. 

He had just seen too many things and piled them up one by one. In the end, he could no longer endure 

it. 



However, compared to the increasingly complicated situation in the Divine Arcana Academy, Gulidan 

felt that the principal of the School of Dawn was too naive. 

Many things were decided with a pat of his head. For example, the matter of hiring him to attract 

students with a high salary. 

To be honest, he was actually under a lot of pressure. He had never walked out of the Divine Arcana 

Academy before. In fact, he did not know how much influence he had. He did not know if he could help 

the other party or if he would be able to live up to his salary… … 

He didn’t know why, but he felt… … That it was possible… … that he wasn’t worthy of that salary. … 

Of course, he didn’t say that his talent wasn’t worth the money, but that his attraction to the so-called 

high-quality students wasn’t as exaggerated as the other party thought… 

This was also why he didn’t want to go to the campus fair to recruit students. He was afraid that it would 

be awkward on the spot. Moreover, the academy was also there. If he was ridiculed by his former 

colleagues even though he didn’t recruit students, it would be even more awkward… 

“Sir Principal…” 

The secret communication device that was responsible for the clerical work suddenly flashed. He 

hurriedly stood up and said respectfully, “Dean Wanda Bean and the others are back!” 

“Oh? Is That So?”Principal Oliver was immediately invigorated, he stood up, rubbing the white hair on 

his hands, he said excitedly, “Old friend, the first step of our great campus rejuvenation plan is about to 

begin. And this batch of Lucky people who came to Dawn Academy because of your fame will be the 

creators of this great history. How about it, friend?”? “Looking forward to it?” 

“I. . .”Gulidan opened his mouth, but he actually wanted to say something sarcastic. … 

What is revival plan. You Say it as if your school was once very prosperous… … 

And he didn’t look forward to the history creators who came because of his fame at all. He even thought 

that if the result was a little awkward later, wouldn’t the other party take away his salary for this month 

without any good taste? 

After about half an hour, two cloaked little fellows walked in. They were Lord Wanda Bean, who had a 

white fur ball on his head. 

“Oh, Bean, how many times have I told you? No matter how busy you are, you have to pay attention to 

your image. Many people outside think that we snow elves are mutants and not humanoid species. 

People like you have to bear a lot of responsibility!” 

The Secretary rolled her eyes. The principal still had the face to talk about others? When he was doing 

his experiments, he often did not shave his hair for a few years. When he went out, he was like a giant 

fur ball. Everyone outside had to bear responsibility for the prejudice against the snow elves, okay? 

“But it also proves that you really put your mind on the matter of recruiting students. You must have 

been too busy to forget about your image. It is also worth forgiving. Then, my dear dean of architecture, 

I have already prepared. What kind of big surprise are you planning to give me?” 



Wanda Bean’s face twitched. Without wasting any more words, he directly threw the first volunteer 

roster that he had accepted onto the other party’s face. 

“Don’t be so stingy. I have already affirmed your work. As the Dean of the first academy, it is a very 

commendable action to be able to lower yourself to personally recruit students!”The principal took the 

booklet off his face, he opened it with a smile, looking as if he was ready to enjoy the fruits of his labor, 

causing Wanda Bean to laugh coldly. 

The first choice was personally stamped by the students. It was a first-hand information. After the 

principal opened the booklet, the information of all the students was transmitted to his brain in a three-

dimensional manner. 

As a top-tier spirit faculty member, he had memorized all the information in less than a billionth of a 

second. 

There were a total of 153,700 people, 91 of whom had filled in their academy’s number one volunteer in 

advance, but only 142 spots were guaranteed. Only three were rated as a class, and none were rated as 

S class… … 

This result caused the principal’s smile to instantly stiffen. 

“Oh, Bean, you didn’t bring the booklet from the previous batch, did you?” 

Wanda Bean coldly interrupted the other party’s self-deception. “Did you not know about the previous 

batch? Did you format the list from the previous batch in your mind?” 

“Well… can’t you let me deceive myself a little?” 

Wanda Bean:”…” 

At the side, Gulidan quietly lowered his head and kept silent. He had said that the result would be very 

embarrassing… 

“Old friend…”the principal turned around and looked at Gu Lidan resentfully. “This result is very 

awkward…” 

The corner of Gu Lidan’s mouth twitched. “You don’t have to say it out loud…” 

“Perhaps the propaganda wasn’t done properly?”The principal touched his chin and analyzed. “After all, 

master Gu Lidan has just joined our academy not long ago. Many students from afar don’t even know 

about this news…” 

“Is that so?”Wanda Bean looked at the secretary at the side. 

The Secretary expressionlessly pointed out a piece of data and said, “That’s not it! Sir Principal, in order 

to promote Master Gulidan joining our academy, you spent a total of six trillion federation coins for the 

promotion. This amount of money is enough to buy a level five planet. None of the movies that were 

released last year had a higher promotion fee than you…”. “…” 

“By the way, the movie I’m talking about is a level-one movie aimed at the entire federation!” 



“Oh, is that so?”The headmaster sighed and looked at Gulidan again. “Old Buddy, this is really too 

embarrassing…” 

“I said…”Gulidan’s face was so dark that it lit up. “You don’t have to say it out loud. I said it a long time 

ago. The result might not be ideal…” 

“It seems that Master Gulidan is very self-aware…”Wanda Bean said faintly. 

Gulidan’s face changed, he looked at the other party with some hostility. “I said before that in recruiting 

students, it’s not very effective to rely solely on the celebrity effect. You insisted on hiring me. Now that 

things aren’t ideal, there’s no need to be so sarcastic, right?” 

The principal also looked at the other party. “Bean, I’ve gone too far… It’s within expectations that the 

situation is not ideal.” 

“Is that so?”Wanda Bean did not care about Gulidan’s black face at all. She continued to sneer. “Since 

you know that you’re not very effective in this area and you’re receiving a sky-high salary, don’t you 

want to be a little more low-key?” 

Gulidan’s expression became even uglier. I’m not F * cking low-key? “Under normal circumstances, your 

sour face would have been pressed to the ground by the labor, okay?”? 

“Bean!”The principal’s face turned serious. He was a very optimistic person. Even if the effect wasn’t 

ideal, he wouldn’t really blame the other party. Bean’s current behavior was very ungentlemanly… … 

Seeing this, Wanda Bean didn’t say much and directly threw out Sartreus’recommendation letter. 

“This is?”The principal and secretary were stunned. 

“Sartreus’recommendation letter…”Wanda Bean said coldly, “Let our school’s famous Master Gulidan 

walk behind and send two students in…” 

After saying this, the principal was slightly stunned and looked at Gulidan. It was common to use the 

backdoor in the various colleges, but no matter what, a new teacher who hadn’t stabilized his position 

yet would take this kind of job… . . It didn’t seem too good. … 

And behind Wanda Bean, Wang Chengbo and Mu Yunji also silently looked at each other… … 

Why was it different from what they had said? How did the two of them become the ones using the 

back door? 

Chapter 1422: Starbone… 

“Sartreus’recommendation letter?”Gulidan was stunned. 

Sartreus didn’t say anything to him at all. He wouldn’t have accepted the recommendation letter if it 

was really through the back door. After all, he had just arrived at the Morning Light Academy and hadn’t 

made any achievements yet. A bunch of colleagues weren’t convinced of him. 

Under the current situation, why would he accept such a stupid thing? 

And… Sartreus? 



Gulidan frowned. This guy didn’t seem like a person who would go through the back door. He wasn’t 

popular to begin with, and he had severed his relationship with his family. He didn’t have any 

descendants, so even if he wanted to leave, who would he go to? 

 

Thinking of this, Gulidan hesitated for a moment before finally opening the recommendation letter. 

There was only one sentence on it, “You don’t have to thank me, Old Buddy! !” 

I’ll thank you for a hammer… 

Gulidan’s mouth twitched and his forehead was full of black lines. He pretended not to read it and did 

not say anything… … 

“What?”Wanda Bean said coldly, “Master, do you have any doubts?” 

Gulidan looked at the other party with a slightly guilty look and said in a low voice, “I just feel that the 

other party doesn’t seem like a person who would use a backdoor for the younger generation. After all, 

you all know his reputation…” 

“I think so too…”Wanda Bean sneered. “Then, in order to fulfill his reputation, should I help you send 

him back?” 

Gulidan:”…” 

He had already brought him here, and he was rushing back? What did it look like? You shouldn’t have 

picked up the phone at that time. 

In the middle of the stalemate, a cautious voice sounded, “Um… can I say a few words?” 

The people in the office were stunned. They immediately looked at the two little fellows behind Wanda 

Bean, because the one who spoke was the short little boy. 

The few of them were a little surprised, as if no one had expected this child to speak. 

This was not to say that the other party was not qualified to speak, but it was reasonable to say that the 

other party should not be able to do so. 

In this office, including the secretary, there were all powerhouses above star level. Wanda Bean was a 

life form of mid-level life sea level, the principal and Master Gulidan were both Tianyuan powerhouses, 

and even the secretary was a dragon-level powerhouse. In such an atmosphere.., it was one thing for 

those two little fellows to be able to stand firm, but they shouldn’t be able to open their mouths, right? 

Of course, it wasn’t that the older generation would target the two juniors. Even Wanda Bean, who was 

the most dissatisfied with the origins of the two juniors, wouldn’t go so far as to deliberately suppress 

the aura of the juniors. 

But they wouldn’t target or protect them. The few experts were already angry at each other. Under the 

fluctuation of their emotions, it was inevitable that they would affect the surrounding environment, not 

to mention such a small space. 



It was normal for the two juniors to faint under the influence, but it wasn’t normal for them to open 

their mouths to speak like this… … 

Seeing the three of them staring at him in a daze, Wang Chengbo and Yunji Mu became even more 

cautious. 

Before Big Boss Raindrop came, she had told them to be careful in the outside world. It was different 

from being in the domain of a Lord. If they lost it in the outside world, there was no option to load and 

be reborn… 

“That…”Wang Chengbo swallowed a mouthful of saliva, he said in a low voice, “We…”. “…”. It shouldn’t 

be considered as using the back door. It was senior SARTREUS who kindly recommended this school to 

US and recommended Master Gulidan. We don’t need special treatment. We will participate in the 

general exam normally and enter the academy based on our results…”. “…” 

These words stunned the three of them. They looked at each other as if they could see the doubt in 

each other’s eyes. 

A few seconds later, Gu Lidan was the first to react. He waved at the two of them and said, “Children, 

come here…” 

Wang Chengbo and Mu Yunji looked at each other and then carefully walked forward. 

Seeing the two children being so careful, Wanda Bean pursed his lips and felt a little embarrassed. 

If they didn’t come through the back door and were only recommended by a friend to be taken care of 

by Gu Lidan after coming to the school, it wouldn’t be a big deal. After all, they came to the school by 

relying on their strength. Dawn Academy had always received a lot of points. As long as he could get into 

the school, he could be considered an outstanding student. It couldn’t be said that he was that bad… … 

“Child… Take Off Your Mask…”Gulidan said with narrowed eyes. 

The principal also narrowed his eyes and looked over. When the two of them approached, he 

deliberately didn’t suppress his aura, but he found that the two of them were still not affected. Not even 

a single ripple of emotion could be seen in their eyes… … 

This kind of situation… … It usually happened to the descendants of the direct descendants of the family. 

The younger generation with the inherited genes were too high in the gene level. It could raise the 

resistance of the biological instinct to a very exaggerated level. 

For example, no matter how young the Dragon Whelps were, they would not be afraid of a tiger that 

was countless times bigger than them… … 

Wang Chengbo and Yunji looked at each other again. Finally, they nodded to each other and slowly took 

off their masks. 

In an instant, an extremely pure spiritual power was released from under the mask. Before they could 

see the full picture, they instantly determined that the bloodlines of these two children were definitely 

not bad. They were probably from a big family! 



Gulidan immediately grinned. He said that Sartreus was not a person who used the back door. He had 

almost been led astray by that guy, Wanda Bean. 

Thinking about it carefully, bringing a recommendation letter might not necessarily mean using the back 

door. It could also be a recommendation for a good seedling. Why did he immediately think of the bad 

side with Wanda Bean? 

The principal glared at Wanda Bean, while Wanda Bean’s gaze was a little evasive… … 

He… … seemed to have made a mistake in his judgment. If the other party had sent a good seedling to 

mentor Gulidan, he would be the one who would be embarrassed later… … 

Just as he was wondering if he should find an excuse to escape, when he saw that the other party had 

put down his mask, Wanda Bean could not move his feet… 

The entire room was left with only the sound of inhaling cold air… … 

“Oh my God…” 

The principal was the first to sigh. He moved closer, afraid that what he saw was an illusion… 

The two children had a pair of moon-like faces that were dazzling. The most eye-catching thing was their 

eyes… … 

After the mask was taken off, all the disguises and seals were removed. The pupils changed color and 

returned to their original state. A pair of pure white and a pair of brilliant purple. Both of them had 

double pupils! 

“This is…”the secretary who had been expressionless all this time also changed his expression and said in 

a daze, “Star Spirit?” 

A 70-year-old level seven star spirit dark descendant! ! 

How could there be such a thing? 

Wanda Bean also swallowed a mouthful of saliva and couldn’t help but ask, “Is it… an experimental 

subject?” 

An experimental subject that was fed with a special drug had a certain probability of being able to 

produce such an artificial seedling… … 

However, the principal shook his head. This incomparably pure spiritual energy, as well as the 

incomparably pure sparks in the dual pupils, was absolutely not something that a drug could produce. If 

it could be done, it would already be everywhere on the streets! 

“Child… child…”Gulidan’s voice became a little shaky as he said, “Can you take off… Your Cloak?” 

If it was any other day, the three burly men would have been scared silly as they surrounded the two of 

them with such infatuated gazes. Fortunately, they had experienced it in the school gathering previously 

and had a certain level of immunity. 

The two of them obediently took off their cloaks… 



“F * ck… The star bone! !”The principal stood up immediately, his eyes turning red! 

After taking off their cloaks, their figures were completely revealed. The exposed skin could not hide the 

faint starlight-emitting skeleton… … 

Chapter 1423: How Troublesome… 

In the history of the universe, the star spirit was the only unique existence that used the spirit system to 

forge an unparalleled physical body! 

Unlike ordinary spirit system lifeforms, they needed to change their genetic bodies or directly use 

artificial alchemy components to maintain their bodies. They used their own bodies from beginning to 

end, while others’alchemy started with items, as for the star spirits, they started with their own bodies. 

After awakening the spark, the star spirits would use this universe’s strange fire to temper their bodies, 

constantly removing the impurities in their bodies, and continuously improving the original body’s 

quality. 

After tens of thousands of times of tempering and purification, the bones would become as smooth and 

smooth as jade. After that, the star spirits would absorb the planet’s life purification to forge their own 

bones, and eventually, the bones would slowly become as dazzling as a glowing star. 

After that, as they grew, they would continuously allow their bodies to absorb purer energy and collect 

more high-quality materials to transform themselves, becoming star spirits with different 

characteristics! 

 

This method of forging and growing their own bodies like alchemy from infancy was the only one in the 

entire interstellar history. Countless later races tried to imitate it, but they never succeeded. 

This was because there had never been a second kind of mystical fire like spark in the universe! 

“This…” 

Wanda Bean couldn’t take his eyes off them at all. He stared straight at the two of them, not even 

daring to breathe loudly. He was afraid that he might accidentally break the two jade figures with a 

bang! 

A Grade-7 jade bone! 

Moreover, the quality of this jade bone was simply perfect. It was obvious that it had been tempered for 

many years. What did this mean? It meant that the other party had already awakened Spark before he 

was seventy years old! 

What kind of concept was this? 

Everyone was an outstanding figure in ancient alchemy. Their research on ancient history, especially the 

clan history of the alchemy civilization’s star spirits, which had once flourished, was exceptionally 

thorough. 



There were records in ancient times that a person who could open a level ten heaven fire was a top 

talent of the Royal Family! 

Level seven… “…”. And it was very likely that it had been opened before level 7, so what was it? 

When they thought of a certain possibility, they couldn’t help but want to pinch themselves to see if 

they were dreaming… … 

“Child… child…”Gulidan’s words were a little shaky. “You… which family are you from?” 

Wang Chengbo and Mu Yunji looked at each other, and in the end, they used the origin that rainy girl, 

Wu Gua, had long prepared for them. 

“We were raised by the Lord and didn’t come from any family. However, when we reached our age, the 

Lord asked Senior Wayne to send us to the federation to participate in the national examination…” 

Wild? 

This news immediately made the hearts of the three of them almost jump out of their throats! 

This level of aptitude was actually wild? 

“Who is that Wayne?”The principal asked curiously. 

“A mercenary… not important…”Gulidan replied impatiently, then, he rubbed his hands and looked at 

the two of them with a smile. He didn’t even bother to ask how they knew Sartreus, he directly said, 

“Good, good, good children. You must be tired from sitting on the boat, right? Go, go, go to my place 

and have a good rest. I’ll get someone to prepare dinner for you…” 

“Judging from the oil secreted by your skin, I can tell that your so-called overlord doesn’t know how to 

cultivate a star spirit at all. The food of a star spirit is fastidious, and there must be a special formula!” 

“There’s such a Thing?”Wang Chengbo was stunned and touched his face. was his face that oily? The 

other party could actually tell his diet type from the oil secreted by him? 

“Of course there’s such a thing!”Gulidan said seriously, “You guys are lucky to have found me. If it were 

some mediocre teacher, you guys would definitely be crippled…” 

“Really…”Wang Chengbo muttered in disbelief… 

Mu Yunji’s eyes lit up. She had sensed it when she was cultivating on Io. Every time she tempered her 

body, the impurities that she had to expel first came from the food, which greatly reduced the speed of 

the tempering. 

The cultivation of dark descendants was similar to the cultivation method of a sect. During cultivation, 

one had to abstain from food, and it was best not to eat anything. However, tempering one’s bones 

consumed a lot of energy. If one did not eat, their body would lose energy, and they would not be able 

to last long… … 

This caused her cultivation speed to be extremely slow. Even in the Emerald Dream, when she entered 

the environment of the Emerald Starfield to cultivate, she realized that her speed was far inferior to that 

of the surrounding players. Before she came, even Grandpa Lu had reached level 7, she had already 



reached level 7 on Europa. However, during that period of time in the Emerald Starfield, the people 

around her had improved by leaps and bounds. Yet, she was able to move as fast as a tortoise, 

constantly vexed. 

However, she did not expect that it was because of the recipe… 

This was something that even Ysera had not mentioned before. Yet, this big fellow before her had 

immediately pointed out the main point. It seemed that the master that Sartreus had recommended 

was indeed reliable! 

Suddenly, Yun Ji’s gaze became much gentler. No matter how much trouble she had caused previously, 

as long as this teacher really had something up his sleeves, it would be fine… 

“HMPH, at my age, would I lie to you two kids? “Judging from the impurities that you two secrete, the 

food that you usually eat should be below rank 3, right? “Moreover, the quality is extremely ordinary. To 

be able to raise your bones so well is purely due to the strength of your genes. With a single glance, I can 

tell that your Lord is a little lord with no background. However, this won’t do if it continues on like this. If 

you continue to eat inferior food and accumulate impurities, no matter how good your aptitude is, it will 

become useless… “…” 

“Go, go, go, go to my place. I’ll properly explain it to you guys. Really, it’s fortunate that the delivery 

came early. If it had been a little later…” 

“Wait a moment!” 

Just as Gultan prepared to leave with the two little fellows as if they were chatting at home, Wanda 

Bean immediately came back to his senses and hurriedly said. 

“Do you have anything else?”Gultan glanced at the other party. “Didn’t they say that they would use a 

backdoor? They will participate in the unified examination…” 

Wanda Bean’s face twitched. With this aptitude, why would they need to take the examination? If he 

had known this would happen, he would have signed for it at the very beginning. What if he couldn’t 

pass the examination? 

After all, a native born in a small lord’s family would be at a disadvantage in terms of knowledge… 

Pui, that wasn’t the main point. The main point was that Gulidan actually wanted to take it all for 

himself? 

How could he do that? 

This kind of Aboriginal child didn’t have any influence from his family. He would become a closed-door 

disciple after being groomed. What a joke, how could he let the other party take both of them away? 

“Cough… Master Gulidan… are you considering keeping one of them?” 

“What?”Gulidan’s skin immediately turned red when he heard that. He Protected Yun Ji and Mu Yunji 

behind him as if he was protecting his child. He looked at the other party warily. “These two children 

were recommended to me by an old friend!” 



“Cough…”. “…”. “I know that…”. “…”Wanda Bean could only thicken his skin and say, “But 

recommendation is recommendation, but it also depends on the nature of the person. That Girl is a dark 

descendant, so she is most suitable to walk the path of ancient alchemy. But this boy is a star spirit, so 

he is more suitable to come to our forging department. What do you think?” 

“I think you are Bullsh * t!”Gulidan’s previous guilty mood was completely gone, and he said righteously, 

“I’m worse than you in the field of forging? Are you still asleep?” 

“You…”Wanda Bean choked and suppressed his anger. “But you’re not in charge of this area. You’re 

taking over the ancient Alchemy Department of Our Academy, aren’t you?” 

“How can you be so clear about that?”Gulidan rolled his eyes at the principal. “If you want to follow the 

rules, you can fire me. I’ll pay you back in full!” 

Without waiting for Wanda Bean’s reply, he picked up yun-ji Mu and ran out of the office like a 

locomotive, knocking a gap in the door… … 

“Principal, look at him! !”Wanda Bean was so angry that his fur ball exploded. 

“Eh… Don’t be so excited…”the principal comforted him. “This is a recommendation, after all. I’m afraid 

it’s a little difficult for you to want me…” 

“Sir Principal!”! “This is not a matter of appointment. This is to not waste talent to the greatest extent. I 

admit that Master Gulidan is more outstanding than me even in the field of forging. However, the 

resources he has in charge of the ancient Alchemy Academy are different from ours. If this is really the 

case, then I’ll resign. Both academies will be under his control. There’s no need to go through so much 

trouble. What do you think?” 

“UH…”the principal scratched his head awkwardly. 

How could he not know what this old man was up to when he spoke so righteously. A top-notch native 

was the best candidate for a closed-door disciple. He could provide for his own retirement if he was 

groomed… 

Not to mention the other party, he wanted to get one from Gulidan himself, but looking at Gulidan’s 

stance, he would leave if he dared to ask for one… … 

It was really troublesome… 

Chapter 1424: Spark Academy 

“We’re here…” 

Inside a floating academy in the Southern Star Field, which looked like a garden in the sky, his 

grandfather was brought to one of the floating blocks by his teacher, Franklin, with a curious expression 

on his face. 

It was a place full of purple crystal-like flowers, which looked dreamy and luxurious. His grandfather 

followed behind him obediently, listening carefully to each of his exhortations and memorizing them in 

his mind. 



The huge amethyst garden was ridiculously big. Grandpa had followed him through at least fifteen 

teleportation arrays on Sky Island, and every teleportation array had a different scene than the one in 

the sky, the first day of the new year was estimated to be at least the size of an earth-grade city. 

And this was only one of the floating blocks. Just how big was the entire academy? Grandpa was not 

only emotional in his heart, he thought to himself, as expected of a universe-grade school. It’s so 

different. 

 

“You can stay here for the time being…” 

Along the way, his grandfather was brought by Franklin to a place that looked like a mage tower. The 

interior of the Mage Tower was extremely elegant and luxurious, there were too many decorations that 

his grandfather had never seen before mixed in, it had an extremely magical ancient style, in the past, 

his grandfather thought that the most beautiful decorations were the elven buildings in the Mars base, 

but compared to them now, those luxurious elven villas were simply nothing. 

As expected, one must be knowledgeable and never mention the word ‘most’, because one would never 

know how vast the world was… … 

“Is a student’s dormitory so luxurious?”Grandpa asked in surprise. 

“Of course not…”. Franklin looked at him in amusement. “If every student is on this scale, the school will 

go bankrupt no matter how rich it is. This is my mage tower. Generally speaking, bachelor students can 

not live with their professors. However, the lowest level of bachelor’s degree is level six, and master’s 

degree application is level eight. Although you started from the first subject, the master’s degree I 

applied for you also applied for a list of projects similar to master’s degree, so it makes sense for you to 

stay at my place.” “…”. “…” 

“Is that so… Hehehe…”Grandpa Lu immediately beamed with joy. “Boss is really good to me…” 

“Call me master!”Franklin sternly corrected the other party’s way of addressing him. Although calling 

him boss seemed to be more cordial, it was easy for people to feel that the two were not master and 

disciple, and it was easy for some old fellows to take advantage of this loophole. The problem of this 

title… Had to be strictly fixed… … 

“Okay, master…”Grandpa Lu used his bald wings that had not yet grown full of fur to wrap around his 

head and snigger. 

“I brought you here just now. Do you remember the Route?”Franklin suddenly asked. 

“Although it’s quite complicated… I still remember it…”Grandpa Lu said with a silly smile. 

“So?”Franklin narrowed his eyes and asked, “Let me ask you, what is the shape of the sky of the twelfth 

teleportation formation?” 

“The ellipse with this pattern…”grandpa gestured in the air. 

“That’s called the Malukin Rune…”Franklin covered his head. “How Bad Is Your Foundation?” 



“Hehe…”Grandpa scratched his head embarrassedly. “I’m from the countryside, boss… ahem, master, 

I’m sorry…” 

“I don’t have much time to give you the foundation. You have to be mentally prepared for the heavy 

learning tasks later…”Franklin said seriously. 

“Alright Master… I Won’t let you down…”his grandfather assured him. 

“Mm… then you should rest first. I’ll call you over for dinner…”Franklin nodded and left the room. After 

closing the door, his stern face instantly turned into a satisfied smile. 

At least, he had the bloodline of a peak king-tier Phoenix… 

Franklin judged in his heart. 

Little did he know that the runes in the sky of Spark Academy were not decorations. They were the 

cutting-edge rune arrays carved by countless masters. Each rune array was exquisitely changed, 

connecting and changing one after another, it formed the largest alchemy array of Spark Academy. 

Every teacher who entered Spark Academy had a test, which was to create a rune and embed it into this 

huge array. However, there couldn’t be any bugs. It had to be able to operate smoothly along with the 

entire array, and it had to be effective. 

This was extremely difficult because the academy had been established for countless eras. The runes 

engraved in the matrix were already immeasurable. It was an extremely huge project to embed it and 

not have any conflicts with the countless other rune arrays, this also caused many teachers who wanted 

to come to the Spark Academy to be persuaded to leave. 

This was for teachers, star-ranked teachers, and for students, as long as they could understand the runes 

in one or two places before they graduated, it was already very outstanding. 

Some students had stayed here for more than a hundred years, but they still couldn’t even cross a 

region. The reason was that they were unable to remember the changes and structure of the runes in 

the sky. Once they left their own region, they basically wouldn’t be able to return, they needed the 

instructors of the academy to personally go and look for them. Moreover, the Spark Academy had a rule 

that every time they lost their way, a large amount of credits would be deducted. Generally, students 

who lost their way three times would be expelled. Therefore, most of the academies were usually very 

careful, they would not involve themselves in places outside their own areas of operation if they could. 

However, such students were destined to not gain much. This was because in order to encourage the 

students’spirit of exploration, the academy had randomly placed a large amount of precious 

opportunities in many areas, there were material resources as well as ancient and precious secret arts 

inheritances. At the very least, some places would have at least some credits as rewards. 

In other words, the more daring the students were to wander around, the more they would reap in 

Spark Academy. 

However, this also involved the issue of adventure. The Interstellar Federation had a tacit agreement 

that the top 100 academies would no longer accept students who had been expelled. In other words, 

they had to take risks with their future. 



Many people would be entangled in adventures and opportunities throughout the entire semester. They 

would not even have a choice after graduation and would spend their entire lives in mediocrity… … 

Some people were bold and decisive, but they were quickly disqualified. Many students did not know 

what to choose. 

But in Franklin’s opinion, one word could solve the problem: Talent can be broken! 

The rules of Spark Academy had never been to encourage the weak. This system had always been used 

to encourage the strong, so that the stronger the strong, the stronger the system… 

The Little Phoenix did not have any Arcana Foundation, and could not even recognize the basic rune 

format, but it could remember the extremely complicated changes and structures, which was not only 

good for memory. 

This required pure spiritual power to not be confused by the changes. After fifteen teleportation circles, 

the other party said that he could remember all of them. What this meant, Franklin was very clear… 

Although he did not manage to snatch the developer, the Little Phoenix had given him a big surprise. If 

he nurtured it well, there was a high chance that he would win the next Galactic Fellowship and fight for 

the ranking of the Academy. 

Why didn’t it be the next one? 

It was not a waste of time. Once every ten years, no matter how talented one was, ten years was too 

long. In this short amount of time, many students had not even finished reading the first subject… 

Moreover, the next five royal families were obviously going to let the crown prince compete. Although 

the little guy was talented, he was still comparable to an authentic crown prince… … 

Franklin shook his head. Ever since the interstellar fellowship was held, no one had been able to snatch 

a place from that group of deformed monsters… … 

Chapter 1425: Grandpa Lu’s diary (1) 

In the room, Grandpa was mentally exhausted from memorizing so many runes. He thought that he 

would be able to sleep for a whole day after Franklin left… … 

After all, when he was still in the transformation stage, Grandpa felt that he could sleep very well. Often, 

when he woke up, instructor Virien would tell him that more than ten days had passed… … 

But for some reason, when he was lying on the bed, although he was still tired, he could not fall asleep 

no matter how hard he tried. 

After sleeping for nearly half an hour, his grandfather got up and sighed… 

What was going on? 

 



The environment, temperature, and air quality had been specially adjusted by his master. This room had 

almost reached the level that was most suitable for him, and then there was this bed, not to mention 

that it was too comfortable. 

The bed in the room was made of high-grade alchemical materials and had been combined with cutting-

edge mechanical engineering and biological principles. After lying down, the sensors on the bed could 

calculate their own body structure in great detail, thus adjusting the structure, from the health and 

comfort of two aspects, it was the most extreme fill. 

Almost as soon as he laid down, his grandfather felt an extremely comfortable state, and his body 

relaxed to the extreme… … 

The environment was first-class. If his body relaxed, but he still couldn’t sleep, then it could only be 

because of his mental state… … 

He should be too excited… 

Grandpa looked around. This was a pure, strange and novel environment, and he was alone again. He 

was lonely and full of expectations. Many things he saw in an instant he wanted to find someone to 

share with, but he didn’t know how to vent for a moment. 

By the way, how did he get used to it when he was in galaxy? 

Oh, right, it was to write a guide! 

Grandpa suddenly remembered his job. His eyes instantly became clear from the confusion, and he 

seemed to have found a direction. 

Although he couldn’t connect to the network of D Ball, he could write a diary! 

Thinking about how after he had made a name for himself, the other players who would come after him 

would see the guide left behind by a big shot. Perhaps it would be recorded in the history of the D Ball 

Federation… … 

Thinking about the history of the D ball, those who explored everywhere and could be remembered 

forever were those who could write biographies. 

Look at that old liar Marco Polo. Why did all the textbooks in greater China have to learn from him. 

Because he can brag more than… Ahem . . You write biographies? 

As the leader of the first exploration of space civilization, I can’t be any worse than that old crook? Dog 

Egg and rain girl no melon these guys are so powerful, I have to play to their strengths can not be 

upstaged by them! 

It was decided… 

Grandpa suddenly excited to sit up, under the arcane bed is a sweet transformation into a comfortable 

sofa chair, so that Grandpa has a very comfortable writing posture. 

Grandpa satisfaction from the space bag out of an old association notebook, began to write their own 

Grandpa Lu’s travel notes! 



———- 

“Hello, everyone. I’m Grandpa Lu. I’m sure many of the first batch of players who paid attention to 

Galaxy Know About Me. Now, I believe that many new players have already occupied Grandpa’s original 

position. But it doesn’t matter. We have to make room for the young people. As for me, I’m carrying a 

heavy burden and moving forward, bringing a more advanced strategy for the majority of players!” 

[ as the outside world can not be connected to the network of the D Sphere, I don’t know if Grandpa’s 

strategy can be updated in time to the players who need it the most. The most pessimistic scenario is 

that Grandpa and dog will be brought outside. If any newbie finds Grandpa’s Notebook, please bring the 

notebook back and update it. As the first Phoenix in galaxy and the first batch of players to enter the 

Great Universe Federation, even if Grandpa’s updated items are outdated, it should still have some 

sentimental significance… ]. [ … ] 

[ alright, without further ado, let’s get down to business… ]. [ … ]. Even though it hadn’t been announced 

yet, many players had already guessed that this so-called galaxy wasn’t some new world created by 

some ancient organization in Planet D, but a hoax created by an alien civilization to colonize us. 

Thankfully, the leader of the colonization wasn’t such a dog, and he didn’t do what the Bei Mi people did 

to the natives of the Bei mi continent back then. We didn’t become slaves, but normal citizens under his 

power. As long as you can escape from Mars, you’ll be able to have the status of a federation citizen like 

all normal citizens of the Cosmos Federation. ] 

[ a lot of people are going to ask, what is the Universe Federation? What are the benefits of being a 

citizen? How do you become a citizen of the Universe Federation? And so on… ] 

[ this thing hasn’t been announced yet. I don’t know if it will still be like this when I send the strategy 

back, or if it will become outdated. Let’s write it down first… ] 

[ first is the Universe Federation. The Universe Federation is the largest civilization federation in the 

center of the universe. According to the information that I have now, this civilization is very large. Let 

me give you an example. Our leader has officially applied to become the Milky Way’s God Lord, which is 

equivalent to owning his own galaxy. The Milky Way is considered large, right? However, in the 

federation, there were more than a trillion lords like our boss! Furthermore, our boss was just a 

beginner, a stronger lord’s territory spanned across hundreds of galaxies, his territory was more than a 

trillion times larger than our boss, and such a stronger lord might only be a middle level in the universe 

federation… .. 

[ that’s why we are still very weak, new compatriots who come out must keep a low profile, especially 

those from SMI DA, DON’T BE SMI DA’s, it’s easy to get beaten up! ] 

[ so the second question, what are the benefits of citizenship? There are two benefits, one is the right to 

employment, the other is normal trading rights, does not sound like a big deal right? In fact, the 

difference is really big. First of all, employment rights, as long as you have the status of a universal 

citizen, you can choose any force loyal, any force can not force you to hire, you need to give you a 

satisfactory reward, in order to sign the contract, uh… Of course, our right of employment is gone . . . ] 

Remember that thing we signed when we got into the game? Everyone thought of it as the game user 

agreement that was signed. Yes, it was clearly a user agreement, but it made it look like a labor 



agreement. It was an employment contract. Moreover, it was a god’s employment contract that could 

not be reneged on. Seer’s hot dog routine had bought us out of our permanent labor rights! ! 

Of course, it was not entirely impossible to work elsewhere. According to the dog Lord, excellent players 

needed to go out and gain experience. They could sign up to work for non-gods in the universe to gain 

experience. However, according to the contract of the gods, the dog Lord wanted to take half of our 

reward. Everyone, please have a moment of silence. From the moment you entered the Sea of Stars, 

you had been tricked by the dog Lord… [ … ] 

[ but don’t be too sad. At least the dog Lord didn’t treat us as ordinary natives. You have to know that 

many lords use the natives of planets unconditionally, just like in the movies. They use us as slaves and 

laborers. We should be thankful that we’ve met a new lord, a high-level citizen who needs basic 

structure. If we met a high-level lord who already has thousands of planets and countless citizens, our 

status would probably be the same as the Yuan dynasty’s level 5 and level 6 citizens. As a federation 

citizen, we probably don’t even need to think about it… ]. “…” 

[ then, let’s talk about the right to trade. Don’t think that this is simple. This is one of the greatest rights 

of the citizens of the Federation. This is because, according to the rules of the federation, non-citizens 

are not qualified to purchase public goods! ] 

[ what is public goods? ]? [ it means that on the official platform, high-quality goods that are promoted 

by the government or the various major powers can be bought and sold freely. There are many high-

level technological products, magical items, medical products, even genes, pets, and even planets. 

However, the Aboriginals are not qualified to purchase these goods on this platform. At most, the 

Aboriginals can only go to the black market to buy them. I heard that the black market does not 

welcome the Aboriginals either, because the moment you enter, you might be directly sold in gunny 

sacks by people… ]. [ … ] 

[ in other words, if the aborigines want to enjoy the high-tech goods of the federation, they can only do 

so through their lord. Has anyone thought of something? ] 

[ yes, the various items that we buy and sell on Mars, such as good farmland, high-grade crop seeds, pet 

eggs, alchemy products, and even genes, were all sold by the Lord from the Federation market. After 

being transferred, the price has increased by several times. Obviously, many of the items are very cheap 

in the Federation Market! ]! “! !” 

“Does this mean that everyone knows what it means? “If you are not a citizen of the federation, the 

Lord is equivalent to completely controlling your life. Even if you have great abilities, you will never grow 

up without the high-grade materials sold by the Federation. This is also the second manifestation of the 

Aborigines’lack of human rights!” 

“Speaking of which, does everyone really want to know how to become a citizen of the Federation? Let’s  

At this point, Grandpa Lu slightly rubbed his eyes. Instantly, a familiar feeling welled up in his heart. As 

expected… … This was the job that was suitable for this grandpa… … 

Chapter 1426: Grandpa Lu’s diary (2) 

Perhaps I could contact him? 



Grandpa thought so. Because he was different from Gou Dan, he had a cover force. The Bolton force 

that soap was in was his publicly recommended force in the federation. Normally, he could use the 

internet to take the Bolton Force route, and then soap yourself back to the updated strategy? 

Anyway, soap is now the boss of the Bolton Force, with a network of Lords with exclusive access, and no 

one else can listen in… . . 

Well, we could try… 

 

——– — 

 [ before our faction is reformed, there is only one method, and that is to enter a university! ] 

[ it hasn’t been announced yet, but players who have reached the level can apply to enter the Universe 

Federation route. The leader will approve it according to your situation, and those who pass will be able 

to participate in the federal examination. Because the federal examination requires citizenship, the 

previous leader will write you a letter of recommendation to participate as a citizen. Once you pass the 

examination and become a member of any academy in the Federation, Congratulations, you are now a 

citizen of the Federation. You will have the normal trading rights of a citizen of the federation, especially 

a leader-type player. From now on, you can directly purchase the necessary resources within the 

federation. Good land, high-level genes, technological patents, mechanical blueprints, Alchemy Array 

diagrams, and other things that your faction needs, you will not have to pay the price difference 

between the dog leader and you… ]. “…” 

[ just to be quiet, the dog lord’s extremely expensive land is extremely cheap here in the Universe 

Federation. The price of a single meal in the academy’s canteen is enough to buy several dozen meals of 

white sand. You’ve never even heard of the truly powerful high grade soil, so my fellow countrymen, 

hurry up and level up, or you’ll be exploited for the rest of your lives… ]. “…” 

[ to get back to the main topic, let’s talk about the process of taking the college entrance exam. In the 

Federation, the minimum requirement is a level 3 creature. However, the more outstanding a school is, 

the higher the basic level requirement is. Most of the top 100 universities require a level 4 creature. The 

top 50 universities require a level 5 creature. During this period of time, there is a huge difference. It is 

said that the higher the ranking of a school, the more resources there are in the school, and the more 

capable the teachers are. The results of teaching are also vastly different. For example, the average 

student who graduates from a normal school would be around level 4 or 5. However, for a strong 

school, such a creature is just the entrance to the school. ] 

[ after hearing this, are many old players confused? Most of the old players in the base have already 

passed level 3, so why haven’t they received any news that they can take the exam? ] 

[ please note that the standard that I mentioned is the federal standard, but that is not the standard of 

our faction. The standard of our faction is at least level 5, and the basic results of each subject must be 

extremely excellent to be able to take the exam. The weapon proficiency of warrior-type players must 

be above SSS level in three subjects, which is the highest standard of the basic instructors. Currently, 

only Leng Xing and Chen Yutong have reached this standard. Therefore, I advise those who are skilled 

and disabled to stick to the Berserker route. If you don’t have the talent, don’t go headfirst… ]. … If Pu 



Yunchuan and Emperor liver were to fight to the death on the path of a weapon master, they would 

probably still be playing with mud on Mars… .. 

[ berserkers require berserk berserk blood to be able to touch the second layer. The duration of 

activating the second layer of berserk blood must be more than 90 seconds. This is the standard. This 

thing is more dependent on talent. Whether one can achieve it or not depends on one’s looks. Some 

people can reach level 5, while others might not even be able to reach level 7. At least, I’ve heard that… 

]. :. Most of the citizens of the Federation wouldn’t be able to complete the second round of bloodshed 

at level 5… : 

[ maybe you’re asking why our requirements are higher than the Federation’s Standards? The reason is 

simple, our leader is a poor B * Stard! ] 

[ the Federation Academy’s tuition fees are high, not to mention our leader, even some high level 

leaders wouldn’t be able to send their entire population to study. Hence, those who can become 

universe citizens and have a bachelor’s degree are all people above others. As our faction is still in its 

initial stages of development, our faction doesn’t have any money, so even mid to high level players can 

not be sent to study for the time being. Only those who have reached the Federation Academy’s 

scholarship standards can participate in the examination! ] 

[ that’s right, this is another one of our leader’s exploitation policies. You have to earn a scholarship for 

him and share half of it with him. Furthermore, you have to use the remaining half to pay the tuition 

fees. Only then can you become a federal citizen and study in the higher education institutions of the 

Great Universe Federation! ]! Please put the dog leader on the screen when you see this 

[ the requirements for each institution to give out scholarships are different, so choosing a university is 

very important. However, the first step is to reach the basic level, level 5 life level, and complete the 

basic requirements mentioned by your grandfather. You can only meet the requirements for 

scholarships from some lower education institutions. If you want to enter the top 100 universities, you 

have to reach level 7 life level and complete a higher level of foundation before you can possibly get a 

scholarship to enter the top 100 Universities! ] 

[ here is a summary of the basic situation of the federation academies. All those who join the federation 

academies are divided into different levels, ranking from high to low. Every 100 is a level. The top 100 

academies are the top schools in the universe, similar to our great China’s 985. It is said that anyone 

who can enter these academies will have a bright future. However, the requirements for the top 100 

academies to receive scholarships are extremely high. Grandpa filled in the name of the Federation’s 

16th ranked Spark Academy. Due to his outstanding aptitude, he was guaranteed admission to the 

academy. He does not need to participate in the examination to receive a scholarship, Hehe (* ^ ? ^ *) ! 

] 

[ as for the other grandpas who came with Grandpa, it is unknown who their grandpas are. However, 

theoretically speaking, the higher the ranking, the higher the requirements. If Grandpa chooses the top 

ten universities, he will probably have to take the national examination to prove whether he can get a 

scholarship or not. ] 

[ here is a brief introduction of how the so-called aptitude is viewed. In the Federation, the first thing to 

look at is the purity of one’s bloodline. This is related to the gene acceptance rate. The purer the gene, 



the higher the aptitude. This will have a pretty good base score during the preliminary examination. 

Therefore, my fellow countrymen from Greater China, your benefits are here again. Do you know why 

we, the players from central China, are treated so well? ]? Because our bloodline is more powerful than 

the other d-ball countrymen, so from now on, we all have to stand tall and be confident, especially 

those spineless people from the fifth city… .. 

[ then, look at the level and the growth rings. The higher the level and the lower the growth rings, the 

better your aptitude rating will be. For example, when you are at level five, you are 70 years old, while 

others are at level five and 30 years old. Naturally, their aptitude is much higher than yours. Therefore, 

for the same level, it is more advantageous to be younger. Therefore, fellow countrymen, if you want to 

enter an advanced academy and become a superior person, please use every bit of your strength to 

level up. This is because you do not want to reach the entrance level of an advanced academy, but to 

reach the level of a scholarship! ] 

[ a lot of people ask Grandpa what level he is able to enter the top 100 colleges? ]? [ Grandpa isn’t too 

sure at the moment, but I’m a level eight Phoenix and I’m 20 years old, so I can get a spot in the top 20 

of Spark College. Yunji Mu and Wang Chengbo are level seven, and Yunji Mu is too old, so the couple can 

only go to the dawn college that isn’t even in the top 100. Goudan Wang is level 10, so he’s the youngest 

among us. I heard that he was directly snatched away by the third-ranked Tirefarson College. I heard 

that they gave him the highest scholarship, but I’m not sure about the exact amount. Everyone should 

know the difference during this period, right? ]? [ everyone, the rookies who are still hovering around 

Level 2, Hurry Up! ] 

At this point, Grandpa felt a little guilty. After all, things like growth rings had been modified by Ysera, 

moreover, it wasn’t because the Yunji couple’s aptitude was inferior to his that they chose a lower-

ranked academy. 

However, this kind of thing couldn’t be written in the guide, so he could only fool them a little. In any 

case, the higher the level, the younger the age, and the higher the aptitude rating would be. I believe 

that the audience will not blame me when they find out the truth in the future… … 

 [ OK, back to the previous topic. If you reach the appropriate level at the right age through hard work 

and successfully enter the exam sequence, how do you plan and choose? ] 

[ after all, you’ve just entered the federation. Facing all kinds of colleges and majors, you must have a 

headache. Once you make the wrong choice, even your life will follow in the wrong direction. I thought I 

was going to take the national examination, but I spent a lot of time catching up on the basic knowledge 

of the national examination as well as many of the articles on the college guide of the media in the 

Federation’s network. After many days of sorting out, I’ve managed to come up with a basic guide that 

suits US galaxy players. Everyone can take a look first. When the time comes, you’ll at least have a basic 

concept when you go to understand it yourself. ] 

[ first of all, let’s talk about the level of the national examination. Previously, I said that level three is the 

most basic requirement of the national examination. Our faction is level five. So, if you have just reached 

this level, which ranking system would you be suitable for? ]? [ this grandpa here has made a rough list 

of criteria. ] 



[ the average life expectancy of the people in Planet D is 80 years old. Although the life expectancy has 

increased greatly after the gene is injected, due to the influence of the previous physical age on the 

growth rings after the gene, the younger you are, the more advantage you have. Those friends after the 

age of 30, I’m sorry, your chances are relatively less. My compatriots who only entered galaxy after the 

age of 50, I don’t recommend that you take the college route and take the city civil service exam 

honestly. It’s better to accumulate better conditions for the next generation. ] 

 

[ of course… ]. [ it doesn’t mean that you won’t have a chance when you’re old. Age in the Sea of Stars is 

a foundation, and talent in the Sea of stars is another standard. Grandpa, I have a detailed formula here. 

Players before the age of 30 can be counted as 10 points, and those who show talent after the Sea of 

stars can be counted as 90 points. Therefore, the older players don’t have to be too discouraged. There’s 

still a chance. ] 

[ in that case, let’s talk about the criteria first. The federal examination is held once every ten years. 

Therefore, if players wish to participate in the next national examination, the earliest they can do so 

would be ten years from now. In that case, let’s set a standard based on these ten years. If you can 

reach level 5 within ten years, then you can at least fill in the names of the top 500 academies. If you’re 

before the age of 30, you can choose from the 400 to 300 ranked academies. If you’re after the age of 

30, you can choose from the 500 to 400 ranked academies. ] 

[ if you reach level 6 within 10 years, you can choose from the top 300 academies. If you can reach level 

7, you can consider the top 100 academies. With this talent, you can enter any academy outside of the 

top 100 without having to take the exam. You Don’t have to take the general exam, you can directly get 

a scholarship. If you want to enter the top 100, you have to take the exam. If you want to fight, you can 

consider taking the exam. You can choose based on your confidence and your actual situation! ] 

[ for those who reach level 8 within 10 years, as long as they are not in the top 10, they will be able to 

enter the top 100 without having to take the test. As for the top 10 candidates, the only ones who have 

managed to enter the top 100 are boss Rainie and Wang Goudan. Both of them are level 10! ] 

[ of course, level is only the basic requirement. Other than level, there are a lot of things that need to be 

tested in the system exam. When players upgrade their levels, they must pay attention to their 

professional training. The higher the evaluation, the better. ] 

[ here are the recommendations of the colleges that many people care about. After all, many people will 

definitely want to know which colleges are more suitable for them. ] 

[ if Grandpa can send the guide back, he will definitely give everyone a detailed introduction of the top 

500 campuses. It will include the various advantages of each university, including which major these 

colleges are strong, which famous professors they have, how their geographical advantages are, how 

the resources allocated by the students are divided, and so on… ]. [ … ] 

[ then, everyone will choose their own target according to their own circumstances. My grandfather has 

a formula here. It’s the same as how we choose schools for the Dahua High School Entrance 

Examination. Priority will be given to the ranking. First, you have to decide which level of school you are 

suitable for. Don’t be blindly optimistic and confident. You have to know that the federal examination is 



held once every ten years. If you miss it once, you will have to wait for ten years. It’s even harder to wait 

than the imperial examinations in ancient times! ] 

[ then there is the major. You must try your best to choose the campus advantage major that suits your 

school, because the federal campus cultivation resources are given priority to the ace Major. Different 

majors in the same college have completely different treatment of resources! [ take Spark College, 

where Grandpa is from, as an example. Our College is a strong school in the Arcana Department. The 

location of the Arcana College is the highest quality planet in the first-class planet. There is also a huge 

alchemy matrix that provides the college with a continuous supply of high-quality energy. The other 

departments, such as the Warrior Department and the Priest Department, are all on another second-

class planet, and they do not have the special alchemy matrix of the Arcana College. Just based on this 

advantage, the quality of each other’s training in the future is not on the same level, not to mention 

other food, teachers, and other resources. It is completely different from heaven and earth! ] 

[ therefore, it is better to choose the ace major of a lower ranked academy than to choose the weaker 

major of their academy just for the sake of ranking. If you are a ranger, then choose a strong Ranger 

School. If you are a priest, then choose a strong priest school. Do not get mixed up! ] 

[ then there is the geographical location. This is also very important. Choosing a school must depend on 

which galaxy the school is in. Then, it must depend on which level of planet the school is on. In the 

universe, planets and galaxies are divided into levels. The higher the level of the galaxy, the higher the 

energy density and quality. The more resources there are, the greater the help of the level increase. ] 

[ for example, our Milky Way galaxy is considered a level 9 galaxy in the Federation, while Planet D is 

considered a level 7 planet. This is considered a lower level in the federation. Most of the top 100 

academies are in a level 3 galaxy or above, and the main campus has at least one level 1 Planet! ] 

[ usually, most academies will set up branches on multiple planets in one galaxy. The reason is that the 

school has to concentrate the energy of the entire planet within the campus for the students to cultivate 

on a daily basis. Therefore, the higher the level of the school, the more importance it places on the ace 

Major. That major will occupy more resources on the planet, and most of the school’s ace major will 

occupy a single level 1 star. ] 

[ therefore, when choosing a school, you first have to look at the grade of the school within the star 

system, and then look at the grade of the planet that the school belongs to. This has to be seen clearly, 

the higher the better. When my grandfather was in the Emerald Star Field, he had already experienced 

the benefits of a high-grade planet. Believe me, the cultivation speed of a high-grade planet and a low-

grade planet are on completely different levels. Once the school is completed, they will move to the 

emerald star field. If everyone wishes to complete the mission as soon as possible, then they should 

head towards the Emerald Star Field. The speed of improvement there is not something that the new 

territories can compare to. ] 

[ then there’s the faculty. Well-known tutors can have a large share of private resources, and they can 

also recommend jobs. This is also very important. Since the rankings are similar and the quality of the 

geographical location is similar, if you’re still making the decision, you can look at the faculty. ] 

[ finally, let’s talk about the specializations. The Federation specializations are first divided into two 

major categories according to the type of life, the traditional life and the spirit. Grandpa is a spirit player, 



so he didn’t pay attention to the traditional life specializations during the national examination. He will 

have the opportunity to make up for it in the future, but he probably won’t be able to make up for it in 

the short term. After all, Grandpa will enter a busy learning cycle from tomorrow onwards. I wonder 

when he will be able to take a break to write a guide. ] 

[ spirit system players can choose a lot of majors. Grandpa, tell me about the major categories. The first 

is the arcane system. Most of the spirit system players probably want to become a mage. Unfortunately, 

if you are an arcane system player, then according to our agreement, it seems that you can only go to 

the lower academy, which is the academy in Huaxia City… ]. “…” 

[ after that, the academy will move to the high-quality Jade Star Field, which is also a high-quality place. 

Don’t feel wronged. When you officially enter the Lower Academy, you will have the status of a federal 

citizen. Although the ranking is a little low, grandpa checked and found that the faculty of our Lower 

Academy is still very good, hahaha… ]. . . ] 

[ as for the question, Ah, isn’t Grandpa also an Arcanist? How did he get out? ] 

[ Hehe, I am a special case. Phoenix is a XENOGENEIC and needs a professional elven trainer. There is no 

such thing in the academy, so I can jump out of the academy. Moreover, I decided to choose the Arcana 

department when I came outside. I was going to go to the Phantom Beast Department… ]. [ … ] 

[ then, if you want to see your brothers and sisters outside, you have to choose your major carefully. 

You have to skip the Arcana Department, or at least the plastic energy department, in order to have a 

chance to enroll in an outside school… ] 

[ the major recommended are the Master of Mind Department, the Priest Department, The Prophecy 

Department, the Alchemy Department… ]. [ the elf-shaped elements make the players not have to 

worry. You have other choices. As long as you do not choose the direction of full elemental evolution, 

you can choose an outside school. For example, the wind demon can choose the ranger route, the siren 

can choose the priest route and the Master of Hunter route, the Earth Elemental Elf can choose the 

elemental warrior route, and so on. You can go to other schools to participate in the exam. ] 

[ however, there are benefits to choosing a school. Firstly, you don’t have to pay half of the scholarship, 

it can be directly transferred into your account, you can use this money to purchase resources from the 

federation’s large business platform. ] 

[ secondly, the requirements for a school are relatively low, a level 3 student can apply to enter the 

school for further education, they don’t have to wait until Level 5, and after graduation, they can still go 

to the universe federation to explore. ] 

[ thirdly, because the full-time teacher is in Hua Xia city, many of the teachers’personalities and teaching 

quality can be experienced in advance. You can be more familiar with them and feel more at ease. Most 

importantly, studying in the full-time teacher is safer. Because you are within the domain of a Lord, even 

if you accidentally die, you can still be revived. Studying outside is different, if you accidentally get killed, 

you will really die… ]. “…”. “…” 

“Therefore, those who pursue stability are actually highly recommended to choose the academy under 

their feet. As for those like Gou Dan who yearn for the outside world, they can accumulate their 



experience and choose other professional paths. After level 5, they can participate in the general 

exam…” 

“That’s the general situation. I hope that in the next ten years, Grandpa will be able to see the familiar 

figures of his fellow countrymen in the vast universe. I look forward to meeting you!” 

Chapter 1428: Morning and night! 

The day of the once-in-a-decade national examination had finally arrived. For all the young generation of 

the federation who had been cultivating diligently since young, this was an extremely important day. 

For those with good family conditions, a good academy was the best channel to monetize resources. For 

those with poor family conditions, a good academy was the best opportunity to turn their lives around! 

Of course, most of the students who took the exam were poor. Most of the direct descendants of the 

top aristocrats had family cooperation schools. They were all guaranteed to attend the interview. When 

they were still in their infancy, the instructors might have already booked them… 

Comparatively, poor children, collateral children, and illegitimate children needed to fight to prove their 

worth. They wanted to see if they could seize this important opportunity to turn their lives around… … 

This was a spaceship heading to the East Star region’s star of Teldrassil. On the spaceship were all the 

students who were preparing to head to the star of Teldrassil for the examination. 

 

The star of Teldrassil was the famous elven star system in the East Star region. It was also the main star 

system where the wood elven royal family was located during the Great Elven era. It had a long history 

of elven culture, currently, this star system was controlled by the strongest elven royal family, the Space 

Elves. and on the main star of the star of Teldrassil, there was a high school that could compete with the 

federation’s Star System Academy, the Space Academy! 

In the spaceship, a boy who was obviously of a different height compared to the people around him was 

looking around nervously. His eyes were obviously filled with unease, and from time to time, there 

would be curious gazes looking over. 

There was a reason for the people around him to be curious. The Space Academy was an elven academy, 

and it wasn’t that it didn’t recruit other races. As a comprehensive high school that could catch up to the 

federation’s General Academy in overall rankings, it was naturally impossible for it to be a racist school, 

however, this spaceship was heading towards the Starry Sky University’s Secret Arts Academy. Although 

the Secret Arts Academy’s status in the starry sky university was not as high as the ACE Professional 

Priest Academy, it was still one of the top few large academies in the starry sky university, also known as 

the Flower Spirit Academy! 

Yes, the Secret Arts Academy’s specialties mainly consisted of the Elemental Master Specialty, the Magic 

Beast Trainer specialty, the Magic Plant Trainer specialty, and the Secret Treasure Master Specialty! 

Those who were familiar with the elven system would know that these specialties were basically 

prepared for the flower spirits within the elven system. Of course, it didn’t mean that only the flower 

spirits could be recruited. Lifeforms from other races that met the requirements of these four specialties 



could also apply, although they would be slightly inferior in terms of innate advantages, as long as their 

individual aptitude met the requirements, they would still have a chance to be admitted. However, most 

of them were also strong races of the spirit system, for example, the blue spirit race, the mysticism race, 

the Wastya Heavenly Fox, the Bluebird Race, or the night demon race. This fellow’s figure was obviously 

a warrior-type lifeform. Those with sharp eyes could tell with one glance that this fellow was from the 

Thunder Race! 

The Thunder race was a clear warrior-type race in the federation. These few years, this race had a faint 

trend of stepping into the rank 1 Warrior-type bloodline evaluation. Their reputation was very good, but 

for such a person to come to the mysticism court to take the test was very strange, the truth was, if one 

day you saw a titan waving a staff and chanting a spell, you wouldn’t be able to help but take a few 

more glances, right? 

Faced with the strange gazes that drifted over from time to time, this big blue man seemed even more 

uneasy, his expression extremely unnatural… 

Actually, as a thunder clan, his body could be considered very thin and weak. His family members all 

laughed at him for being a little boy who couldn’t grow up. However, compared to these little fellows 

around him, he felt that he was abnormally tall, tall and unsociable… 

Before he came, he also knew that this would definitely be the situation. However, after he really came, 

he realized how difficult it was to digest this strange gaze… … 

His name was Chen Ye. Eldia was a junior of a warrior clan called the Eldia clan. From the bloodline, he 

could be considered as a direct descendant. 

His father was the previous clan leader of the clan, and his mother was a collateral descendant of the 

Night Demon Clan’s royal family. Regardless of whether it was his father’s bloodline or his mother’s 

bloodline, they could be considered relatively noble in a small clan like the Eldia clan. Originally, as a 

direct descendant.., he should have received strict warrior training since he was young and become the 

successor of the family’s warrior. He should have been sent to Xandar Academy, which had a 

cooperative relationship with the family, to receive higher-level training. 

However, all of these normal training procedures were ruined before he was even born. The reason was 

because of his brother God, whom he had never seen in his hundreds of years of birth! 

It was originally a glorious matter for the family to have a god of heaven. However, the foundation of 

the Ardia family was clearly too weak. It was not enough to support the full growth of a God of heaven. 

As a result, the strength of the family fell drastically after the entire family’s funds were used to support 

his brother, the resources of the descendants of the various branches were cut and cut again. Finally, 

one day, after the people could not help but collectively protest, their father was disgraced and 

removed from the position of the family head. His grandfather took over the position of the family 

again, after their father left office, the direct descendants that their father had raised officially fell to 

their first uncle’s family. 

What was worse was that, in order to provide for their elder brother to successfully graduate from the 

Heavenly God Academy, their parents even sold their own genes. This caused their second branch family 



to completely decline. Without the inheritance of their parents’genes, they and their sisters… They 

could only rely on themselves to fight… 

This was not the worst part. The worst part was that his father had used a large amount of family 

resources to provide for his older brother’s education. When he had given birth to them, their resources 

had been severely limited. 

He was too embarrassed to ask for the basic family warrior training plan. He, his sister, and Nicole could 

only rely on his mother to ask her parents for some resources to train them. 

His mother was a member of the Night Demon clan. Many things in the clan were prepared for spirit-

type lifeforms. In order not to waste a transfer and lose out on the price difference, his three siblings 

had almost all embarked on an academic path… … 

Therefore, it wasn’t that he had to walk the spirit-type path alone in the warrior clan, but that he had no 

choice. When he was young, he had countless times envied his peers in the warrior base for sweating 

and training their muscles until they were full… As for himself, he could only obediently return to his 

room to read some brain-burning words… … 

But after a long time, he slowly got used to it. Slowly, he began to like the things in the books, and began 

to slowly become fascinated by the magical power of the Spirit-type, arcane magic, alchemy, mind, 

prophecy.., many magical things made him slowly forget his desire for physical training, and he became 

addicted to the Sea of books. 

In the end, after many years of choosing, he decided to develop in the direction of a pet master. 

His mother’s Night Demon bloodline was one of the royal family, and she had many talents. Among 

them, a pet master was one of them. Although the pet that the night demon raised had a single 

attribute, and only had a high affinity for shadow-type magical beasts.., but in terms of shadow-type pet 

training, the Night Demon was not even inferior to the flower spirits of the Elf clan. 

Morning and night knew the importance of bloodline talent to the profession, so they did not choose to 

be willful. Their mother had been looked down upon for asking for resources from their parents, so they 

were in a difficult situation. The resources they needed to get over here were split between them and 

Nicole, with limited resources, they could not be willful. They had to make full use of every advantage 

they had. 

Reality proved that he had chosen the right path. After his night demon bloodline had been purified with 

the help of his mother’s elders, the path of nurturing his magical companions had gone quite smoothly. 

After hard work, he had earned quite a high score in the first round of the national examinations this 

year, it had also allowed him to participate in the second round of the professional examinations of the 

Starry Sky Academy. 

Meanwhile, his sister had unrealistic dreams of becoming a noble priestess. She was more than 500 

years older than him and had participated in more than 50 rounds of the National Examinations. Up 

until now, she had still not been accepted into a decent academy. 

The first thing she did when she returned every day was to complain that Big Brother Xiye had ruined 

her future… 



Chen Ye was also very complicated about her big brother, the deity. Her mother was very proud of her 

big brother and would often speak well of him to her three siblings. Her elder sister did not think much 

of it, but Chen Ye believed her, for her mother to praise her big brother for so many years, he must be 

an outstanding person. Otherwise, the family would not have allowed him to enter the deity academy. 

In the end, after he passed the entrance examination, he started to complain about the other party 

because he could not afford the tuition fees. Logically speaking, it did not seem like it was his elder 

brother’s problem. 

However, because his elder brother and his sister had been looked down upon by their relatives since 

they were young, it was not an indisputable fact. It was impossible to say that they were not dissatisfied 

at all. Therefore, he understood his elder sister’s emotions very well. 

However, there was one thing that he did not agree with his elder sister. That was the saying that his 

elder brother had ruined her future. Although the resources that his mother brought were not as great 

as his uncle’s family, they were still quite considerable. His elder sister was born more than five hundred 

years before him. It was definitely not his elder brother’s fault that he had not been able to get into a 

decent school until now. It was more because of her willfulness… … 

However, speaking of willfulness, he seemed a little… 

Morning and night looked around. Most of the people sitting on the train were flower spirits. Whether it 

was the purity of their spiritual power or their affinity with the elements, they were all very astonishing. 

He was a top student in the middle school on his home planet. Students of the same grade were almost 

on a level lower than him. However, in this train, he did not feel that he had the slightest advantage. He 

even had a feeling that he was not the weakest… … 

As expected… … As expected of one of the top schools in the federation. The students who came to 

apply were all so powerful. There was a high chance that he would not be able to get in, right? 

Chapter 1429: The Little Flower Spirit who came to strike up a conversation 

His decision was indeed a little irrational. Perhaps this was the most irrational decision he had made 

since he was ten years old? 

Morning and night silently thought… 

He had known from a very early age what restraint was, and what going with the flow was. If he could 

not follow the warrior’s path, he would follow his mother’s spirit path. He ate the resources of the Night 

Demon’s family. He clearly liked the content of the Arcana transformation, especially the space element, 

but because his bloodline was better than that of the companion master, he did not hesitate to give up 

his preferences… … 

Years of being sensible had caused him to have a very mature temperament at such a young age. 

But this time, he was really impulsive… 

 

His father had originally suggested him to enter Xandar Academy. Xandar Academy had his father’s old 

friend, and he would be taken care of if he applied for it. Although Xandar Academy was a martial arts 



school, this year, it was working hard to improve its overall quality. Other subjects were being actively 

developed, and the quality of the teachers they hired was also very high. It was a school that was most 

suitable for his situation… 

But in the end, he was still unwilling… 

His basic score was 706 points, out of a total of 750 points. His score was the top scorer in his own 

galaxy. With this score, he could obviously choose a more ideal school… 

His father was a person who respected his child’s choice, just like his elder sister. Even if she chose to 

stand on Rennes’side, his father did not stop her, not to mention his choice of the road to life. 

After failing to persuade him, he did not insist. Instead, he supported his decision, and under his 

extreme inflation, he filled in for Starry Sky Academy… … 

Now that he thought about it, it was a little irrational. Especially when he saw the examinees around 

him who had to take the exam like him, Chen Ye felt even more guilty… … 

He could have filled in some of the more confident academies, such as the magical pet major, the 

Eternal Forest Academy. Although the ranking was far inferior to the Starry Sky Academy, its 

professional ranking was not much worse than the starry sky academy.., but the requirements for each 

other’s scores were vastly different! 

Actually, thinking about it carefully, the starry sky academy, which was more elfin-friendly, was not 

suitable for him. The reason why he impulsively filled in was probably due to his vanity, right? 

As the top scorer in his hometown, if he could enter the top ten academies, he would definitely be able 

to give those fellows a resounding slap in the face, right. Those fellows who had constantly mocked him 

since he was young… 

But now, if he were to fail the examination, he would definitely be ridiculed crazily when he returned, 

right? 

The star system examination’s top scorer had overestimated himself and failed the examination. This 

would definitely be the second negative example after his big brother, right? 

I Can’t let this happen! 

Thinking of this, Chen Ye perked up and tried hard to calm himself down. He had already made his 

choice. According to the rules of the federal examination, once he chose the academy after the first 

round of examinations, he could not go back on his words… … 

No matter how impulsive he was back then, things had already come to this point and he could only 

walk down one path until the end! 

Chen Ye took a deep breath and raised his head. Just as he was about to adjust his mental state, he saw 

a round and chubby steamed bun face approaching him. 

Chen Ye, who had never thought that someone would be so close to him, was so scared that he almost 

cried out! 



After all, the people around him looked at him in a strange way, as if they were deliberately keeping a 

distance from him. For example, he had never thought that the person in front of him who had almost 

touched his face would be so cute and beautiful. He might have subconsciously punched him… … 

“You… you… Hello…”after thinking for a long time, Chen Ye stammered to greet this little steamed bun 

who was staring straight at him. 

The little steamed Bun’s face immediately broke into a grin. “Hello!” 

The smile was very warm, with a hint of laziness and flattery. It instantly made Chen Ye’s heart beat like 

an electric shock. 

Since he was young, other than his mother and Nicole, very few people had ever smiled at him like this. 

The people in his family hated him, and most of the people in the school also hated him. After all, he 

was a member of the Thunder clan, and his good grades in the academic class made many people lose 

face. Most of them would vent their anger on him after being scolded by their elders, and he had been 

isolated ever since he entered the school… 

And this little guy who smiled was so good-looking… 

It was common knowledge in the universe that Elves were beautiful, but this little guy in front of him 

was especially good-looking. Not only did he look good, but he also had a temperament. It was as if he 

had gathered thousands of spiritual energy into his body, giving people an incomparable sense of 

closeness… 

The flower spirit’s sense of closeness had always been very strong, but this was the first time Chen Ye 

had seen someone who could make his emotions fluctuate so much with just a smile like this… … 

And his pupils were very special… 

The common emerald-colored pupils of the elves had wooden patterns at the bottom of their eyes that 

he had never seen before. They carried a sense of beauty that made people sink into them. If one 

looked carefully into those eyes, they would feel as if they were looking at the entire nature… … 

“May I ask… What’s the matter?”Chen Ye asked carefully. 

Although he did not recognize the breed, it was obvious that this guy’s bloodline was extraordinary. It 

was not necessarily a good thing for him to take the initiative to approach him. 

Chen Ye could not be blamed for thinking that way. It was just that there had been too much malice in 

the surroundings over the years, which made him subconsciously vigilant. 

“Um… did you bring food?”The Little Flower Spirit asked with a puppy-like smile. 

“Food?”Chen ye immediately covered his compressed bag… … 

The exam room could not bring a space bag, so every student could only put the necessary items into 

the mechanical compressed bag. He did bring food. The compressed bag he bought was very airtight. 

Could it be that the taste was overflowing? 

“Sorry, I didn’t mean to…”Chen Ye quickly apologized. 



He was a hybrid of the Thunder clan and the Night Demon clan, and was considered a standard 

carnivore. Even though he didn’t walk the path of a warrior, his appetite was still much larger than that 

of an ordinary elf. That was why he had brought his own meatloaf with him! 

Most of the people around him were flower spirits. Morning night knew that flower spirits were 

basically vegetarians, and their diet was light. They were definitely not used to the strong smell of 

meatloaf. In addition, the space of the train was limited, and the distance between people was low, the 

overflow of the taste of this kind of heavy food did affect others. 

“Ah?”Bun-face was stunned. “What do you mean by not doing it on Purpose?” 

“I thought I sealed it…”Chen Ye said carefully. 

“Little brother, you’re not being honest. You still need to seal it well…”little flower spirit looked at his 

compressed bag eagerly. 

Chen Ye was stunned for a moment. He felt that the look of the other party was very similar to the 

expression of his companion who wanted to beg for food… … 

“I… This is a meat patty…”Chen Ye emphasized. 

“AH, a meat patty!”The little flower spirit smiled even more fawningly. “What meat?” 

“The meat of the Gu Bu Bird…”Chen Ye said honestly. 

“Oh…”the little flower spirit replied with an ‘oh’before continuing to stare at the compressed bun 

without moving. 

Chen Ye was silent for a moment before asking softly, “Are You Hungry?” 

“En!”The little flower spirit nodded repeatedly as if it was waiting for him to say this. 

“Then… do you want some?” 

“How can I be embarrassed…”the little flower spirit rubbed his hands together, but his face was full of 

mischievous laughter. There was no embarrassed expression on his face at all… … 

Chen Ye’s face twitched slightly. Now it was confirmed that the other party wanted to eat… 

“The train will arrive at the station in twenty minutes. Why don’t we wait until we get there and eat 

outside? Eating in the train will easily affect others…” 

“Little brother is really nice!”The Little Flower Spirit raised his head and smiled. 

Chen Ye was stunned for a moment, not knowing how to answer. Just giving him something to eat 

would make him a person, okay? Isn’t it too easy to be a good person? 

However, it seemed like this was the first time he was praised by someone… 

“What’s Your Name?”For the first time in his life, Chen Ye couldn’t help but ask for the other party’s 

name… … 

“Me…”little flower spirit said with a bright smile, “My name is little cabbage! !” 



Chapter 1430: Even Worse… 

“BURP…” 

At the exit of the train station, little cabbage burped contentedly with her round belly. 

“It’s so delicious… What kind of meat is this?” 

“The meat of the Cuckoo Bird…”Chen Ye replied after a few seconds of silence. 

This was the first time he had seen this flower spirit. She did not care about her image when eating 

compared to the warriors of her clan. She ate the meat pie that was the same size as her head like a 

little squirrel… … 

 

Its appetite was really huge… 

In their impression, the flower spirit was not like this. Most People’s impression of the flower spirit was 

that it only drank the dew of the dawn and did not eat the mortal world. It was just like the goddess in 

the painting where the poop was pink… 

Of course, that was an exaggerated metaphor, but at least it was not like this in front of their eyes… … 

However, there was one thing that was said. Although the other party did not eat in an elegant manner, 

and was even rude enough to look like the group of rough men in the clan, perhaps it was because she 

was beautiful… That unsightly way of eating gave people a feeling that he was eating very well and that 

he had a very good appetite… … 

Then why would his relatives make him feel rude when they ate like this and thus affect his appetite? 

“It’s really too delicious. I’ve never eaten such a delicious steamed bun…”the voice of little cabbage 

interrupted Chen Ye’s thoughts… … 

“That’s bread…”morning and night corrected. 

Correct after want to slap oneself, oneself emphasize this why? 

“Is it a cake?”The other party did not seem to mind his rebuttal, on the contrary, more interested: “I 

mean the dough is fried, but how to retain the delicious soup inside ah? Fried things should not be 

retained right?” 

“The soup can be preserved after being dried with the active starfish squid…”Chen ye frowned and said, 

“This is common sense, right?” 

After saying that, he regretted it again. It was normal for a noble to have less common sense in life, 

right? It was not like anyone often cooked their own food like him. What was with his disdainful tone? 

“Is that so? Hehe…”little cabbage stuck out her tongue embarrassedly, causing Chen Ye to be stunned 

again. 

Just like that, the two of them walked all the way to the entrance of the station. 



“Wow, it’s so beautiful!” 

Bai cabbage looked at the sky and was instantly stunned on the spot. This was the first time she had 

seen stars in the daytime! 

Yes, on the star of Teldar Hill, the daytime sky could still be seen full of stars. This was Teldar Hill’s 

unique feature… … 

It was said that the planet priest used an extremely high-level magic net to refine the energy, making 

the daytime light as soft as the moonlight and hazy at the same time. It was extremely dreamy and 

beautiful, and the surrounding stars in the beautiful hazy sunlight showed a unique sense of beauty. 

Bai Cai was not a person who knew how to appreciate beautiful scenery. She remembered that when 

she was in school in Planet D, someone had organized a trip to the Yellow Mountain. Everyone praised 

the so-called strange pines, Strange Rocks, and sea of clouds in the Yellow Mountain. She was the only 

one who felt that it was normal. Instead, she was interested in the yellow mountain baked cakes, stinky 

mandarin fish, and other snacks in the yellow mountain… 

At that time, in her eyes, the so-called beautiful scenery of Huangshan was not much different from 

what she sometimes saw in some mountainous areas. At that time, many of her companions said that 

she did not know how to appreciate it, but slowly, she also thought so… 

But now, she did not think so. She must be someone who knew how to appreciate beautiful scenery. In 

the past, she did not dare to be interested because those things were indeed nothing out of the ordinary 

in the past… … 

When he thought of this, little cabbage laughed even more happily… 

“You… What are you laughing at?”Chen Ye asked curiously. 

He was also shocked by the beautiful scenery in front of him. Although he had heard about the day stars 

of Teldrasil in books and on the Internet, when he saw it, he was still shocked by this magnificent 

scenery. 

But even if he was shocked, he wasn’t like this little guy who kept smiling foolishly… 

The kind of giggling that left him drooling… 

Slurp… 

Xiao Bai Cai took a sip of his saliva and giggled, “When I think about going to university in this 

environment, I feel so happy…” 

These words made Chen Ye fall silent for a while, and then he couldn’t help but say, “You’re quite 

confident before the exam begins. It seems that your results are pretty good. How many points did you 

get?” 

“380! !”Little Bai Cai stood with his hands on his hips, feeling proud! 

Chen Ye:”…” 

380? He almost thought he heard wrong… 



“This score… can you also apply for the Starry Sky Academy’s Exam?” 

The Starry Sky Academy had clearly announced that the interstellar control score was around 650. Even 

the Northern Star region’s control score, which was the worst, was above 600, and this was the control 

score.., starry Sky Academy would normally admit students with a basic score above 700! 

This was the first time he had heard that 380 would be able to enter the top 100 academies… … 

“Of course not! !”Little Bai Cai snorted. 

Chen Ye rolled his eyes. So you knew too! ! 

“But this Bai Cai has a backdoor! !” 

Chen Ye:”…” 

Looking at the little guy who was even more smug under the starry sky, Chen Ye didn’t know what to 

say… 

‘are all those who use the back door so confident these days?’. ‘those who don’t know would think that 

you’ve done something amazing…’. 

“Which subject did you take?”Chen Ye decided to change the topic and change it to a topic that didn’t 

bother him… … 

“Pet Master!” 

Chen Ye’s eyelids twitched as he looked at the other party. “Pet Master? What a coincidence, me too. 

Maybe we’ll be classmates in the future…” 

“Are you also using the back door?”Xiao Bai Cai’s eyes lit up. 

“I’m Not! !” 

“Don’t be angry…”Xiao Bai cai chuckled and said, “That Shorty told me that I would die in other subjects 

with this result. Only a companion master is more convenient to use the back door…” 

Chen Ye:”…” 

He didn’t know how many times he had been speechless. The other party seemed to be very talented in 

chatting to death… 

However, although he was speechless, Chen Ye knew that the other party was telling the truth. 

A pet master was the easiest to cheat in all the professional examinations because of the special 

examination system of a pet master. 

Apart from the basic knowledge written examination questions, 70% of the points of a pet master were 

on the practical examination questions. The so-called practical examination questions were the quality 

of the pet that you nurtured. 

But as everyone knew, the cultivation of a pet was not done in a day. Most children who walked the 

path of a pet trainer had to start cultivating a pet from a very young age, the product that was carefully 



cultivated for decades or even centuries was the display item that you would take the test to get your 

score! 

But this kind of thing could be made into a lot of articles. First of all, a pet could be transferred. Once the 

contract was changed, the pet that was carefully cultivated by others would become your work. If you 

took it for reference, as long as no one exposed it, it would be yours… 

Of course, for ordinary students, it was very easy to be exposed. An experienced teacher would have 

many ways to confirm whether this magical pet was nurtured by you. However, if your connections 

were strong enough, you could make the examiner not be so strict. This was not a problem… 

And such people who could influence the examiner existed. Even in the top-tier Star Academy, as far as 

morning and night knew, at least one-tenth of the slots in the magical beast training master specialty 

would be taken by those with connections… 

When he thought about how not only would he have to compete with the top students from all over the 

universe, but he would also have to first be poached by those aristocratic children with connections, and 

this was one of them… Chen Ye felt that this topic was even worse than the previous one… … 


